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Introduction.
Complex powers of a pseudo-differential operator have been defined by
Seeley [15] and Burak [2] for the elliptic case, and defined by Nagase-Shinkai
[12] and Hayakawa-Kumano-go [5] for a more general case containing semi-elliptic operators.
In the present paper we shall construct complex powers of a hypoelliptic
system of pseudo-differential operators, and apply those powers to the generalized
Dirichlet problem and the index theory.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 1 we describe well-known
results on the theory of pseudo-differential operators which has been developed
in Hόrmander [6], [7], Kumano-go [9] and Grushin [4]. In Section 2 the strong
(or uniform) continuity and the analyticity of pseudo-differential operators with
respect to a parameter are examined by means of their symbols. In Section 3 we
construct complex powers Pz of a hypoelliptic system P which belongs to a
subclass of Hϋrmander's in [6], p. 164 (c.f. also Subin [16]).
Section 4 treats the generalized Dirichlet problem for an operator P which
admits complex powers P2. The Sobolev space Hs P associated with P is defined,
and a subspace V of H\P is defined as the completion of C5°(Ω) in the norm of
H±p for an open set Ω of Rn. We seek the solution of Pu=f for /eL2(Ω) in the
space V. Then, the Lax-Milgram theorem can be applied effectively.
Finally Section 5 is the supplement to the first author's paper [10] where the
vanishing theorem of the index is proved when an operator P is slowly varying
in the sense of [4] and has complex powers.
We try here to reduce the index theory of a hypoelliptic operator Q of
order m to an elliptic operator of order 0 (studied in [4]) when the symbol
σ(Q)(x, ξ) is equally strong to the symbol σ(P)(x, ξ) of an operator P which
admits complex powers.
Throughout the present paper we shall treat strict algebras of pseudodifferential operators, and investigate the topology of the symbol class precisely
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in Sections 2 and 3. The analyticity of complex powers Pz with respect to z is
used essentially in order to determine the domain of the adjoint operator P*.
The symbols of complex powers are defined by the Dunford integral for the
symbols of parametrices R(ζ) for P— ζl. We have to note that for a scalar operator
P we can give complex powers of P in the concrete form as in [12], if the argument of the symbol σ(P)(xy ξ) is well defined. This fact is interesting when
we recall the proof of the vanishing theorem of the index by Seely [14] and Nirenberg [13] for an elliptic operator on a compact manifold.

1. Notation and definitions
Let #=(#!, •••,#„) be a point of the w-dimensional Euclidean space R™, and
let S denote the space of C°°-functions which together with all their derivatives
decrease faster than any power of | x \ = (2 xj)1/2 as | x \ -> °o . By S™t8(Q ^ δ < p
j~l

^1) we denote the set of all C°°-symblos p(x, ξ) in R^xR^ satisfying, for any
multi-index a=(a19 —, an) and β=(β19 — , βn)9
(1.1)

\p$(x, ξ)\ £CΛtβ<ξy-WM

on

for a constant CΛtβ, wehre
Dζ = (-» 9/9 ^-"(-i 9/9 *„)"», <£> = (1+Σ ξ 5)I/2 ,
and for ap(x, f)eS"ί?>8 we define a pseudo-differential operator P=p(x, Dx), denoted also by PeS™ >8) with the symbol σ(P)(x, ξ) = p(x, ξ) by
Pu(x) = β" «X*, ξ)ύ(ξ)dξ, ueS

(x ξ = *&+-+x£a) ,

where ύ(ξ) denotes the Fourier transform of u(x) which is defined by
u(x}dx, and έξ=(2π)~"dξ. We set

ΰ(ξ)=fe'ix'ΐ

1

S—= n 5? o (= Π 5 ? θ), 5~ δ=
m

f

m

'

'

For two pseudo-differential operators P and Q, P=Q(mod S~°°) means that

For any real number s, we define a continuous operator Λ s : <5->cS by

It is easy to see that Λ s belongs to S{ >0 and can be extended uniquely to an operator of S' into itself by the relation
<Λ 5 w, vy =<u, Λsv>

for
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Let Hs={u<=S'-, Λsu^L2(R")} be a Hubert space provided with the
ί-norm ||tt|| s =||Λ s w||z. 2 for u^Hs, where || |L2 denotes the L2-norm. We set

For ap(x, ξ)^S™ > δ , we define semi-norms \p\m^ by
(1.2)

\p\m,k= max sup {\p%(x, f)|<£>-c— ι ι«ι<Ί>} ,
\<* + β\£k (*,£)

then, S™ >δ makes a Frάchet space with these semi-norms.
DEFINITION 1.1. We say that a sequence {pj(x, ξ)}°°j=ι of S™>δ converges to
ap(x, ξ) of S7? δ in S? δ weakly, if {pj(x, ζ)}°°j=ι is a bounded set of S"?fδ and
(1.3)

pβ}(x, ξ)-+ρ%(x, ξ) as;->oo uniformly on Λ^

for any a, β and any compact set K of J?£ . We denote it by
Pj(*> £),— ?^(*'f)

inS

M as;

oo

REMARK. If (1.3) holds for a=β=Qy then, we have (1.3) for any a and /?.
In fact, if we use a well-known inequality
(1.4)

\f\t0)\^Cmax(\f(t)\){max(^

for any C2-function f(t) on [0, 1], then, setting f(t)=pj(Xy
for |α|=l, we get
pf*\x, ξ)-*pw(x, ξ)

ξ+ta)—p(x, ξ+ta)

as /-> oo uniformly on ΛΞ X K ,

and so we get

Pj$(x, ξ)-*P$(x, ξ)

as;->oo uniformly onRnxχK

for any a and /3.

Lemma 1.2 (c.f. [7], p. 88). _//"# sequence {pj(x, |)}°}=1 of Smp>s converges
to a p(xy ξ} of SmptS in S™ >δ weakly, then, pj(x, ξ)-*p(x, ξ) as j^>°° in the topology
of SJβ /or ^^3; mf>m.
Proof. We may assume p(x, ξ)=0.
inequality
max sup

\<* + β\^k (*,£>

^ max
map

Then, the statement is clear from the

{\pj%(*,ξ)\<ξ>-«l'-fw+t™}
sup
sup

{ | p}%(x, ξ) \ <f >-<-/-"i
{ | pfi&x, ξ) \ <f >-^-pι«ι+aiβD}

max
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DEFINITION 1.3. i) By S™ δ we denote the set of all symbols p(x, ξ] for
which (1.1) holds for bounded functions CΛtβ(x), instead of constants CΛt β j such
that
(1.5)

Ca>β(x)-+Q

as | * | - > o o .

(We denote it also by p(x,
ii) We say that a symbol p(x, ξ)(€ΞS™t8) is slowly varying, when
REMARK. In the inequality (1.4) we setf(t)=p(x, £+2~X£>pα) for | α | =1
(resp. p(x+2-1t<ξyδβy ξ) for |/3|=1). Then, we have (1.5) for | α | = l (resp.
|/3 1 =1) and so for any a and /3, if (1.5) holds only for a=β= 0.
Lemma 1.4. For any p(x, ξ)^S™t8 and real s we have
(1.6)

\\p(x,Dx)u\\s^C\p\mtk\\u\\s+M

for

u(ΞHs+mί

where C and k are constants independent of p(x, ξ) and u.
Proof is omitted (c.f. Theorem 3.5 of [6] and Corollary 1 of Theorem 5.2
of [9]).
Lemma 1.5 (Grushin [4]). i) Let PeS™ δ andQ^S™ δ . Then, we have
PO<=S™tm' and QP^S^m/.
ii) Let P e Smp >8 and Q e S™'8. Assume that P and Q are slowly varying, Then,
we have that PQ( e S™8 m'} is slowly varying. Moreover, if we write PQ=RN-\-R'N
with
<r(RN)(x, f) = Σ

-. <r(PΓ\X> Ώ KβW*- f) .

\<*\<N Cί\

then we have
^eS^M/"CP"δw.

(1.7)

Proof,
(1.8)

i) By Theorem 1.1 in [9] we have

(PQ)(X,ξ)=

σ

for any even integer nQ^n+l. Then, writing for large R>0
Γ

v, ξ)dw

= f

t

u, ξ)dw,

J \t

we can easily see that PQ^S™8m/, and also get QP^S™8m/ in the same way.
ii) By the similar way to i) we can see by (1.8) that PQ is slowly varying. If we
write
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(Q)(x+w, ξ) = σ(Q)(x, f)+>,<r(i?M*+to, ζ)dt ,

σ

>=»!

Jo

then, from (1.8) we have

, ξ )dtdw)dr, .
Since σ (Q\^(x+tw, f)-»0 as |Λ?|->OO together with all their derivatives,
we see that 121/e*Sr£Jm/~CP~8). If we use Taylor's expansion of order N for
σ(Q)(x+w9ξ), we get (1.7) for any N.
Q.E.D.
o

Lemma 1.6. Let P belong to S™ >δ . Then, P is compact from Hs+m into Hs'
for any
Proof. We write ||P«||,'= ||Λ*P«||-c5-/> Then, by Lemma 1.5, we have
Q=/\sP^SsP^m. Take a C~-function a(x) such that a(x)=l(\x\^l) and
a(x)=0(\x\ ^2), and set Q9=a(6x)Q for 0<£<1. Then, noting \D$a(6x)\^
CΛ<Λ?>~|αί| for a constant CΛ independent of £, we see that {σ(£)ε)(#, £)}0<8<i
makes a bounded set in Si*Bm and σ(0ε)(^, f)->σ(5)(Λ?, ξ) in the topology of
SIX* because of Q^S'P^m. Hence, we have
f)-σ(Λ5/P)(^, I) in the topology of Sfr" .
Since /\~^~s/)Qζ: Hs+m-+H0 is compact, we get by Lemma 1.4 that P: Hs+m-+
Hs' is compact.
Q.E.D.
2. Topology of symbol class
Throughout what follows we shall often use a C~-function "^r(ξ) such that
(2.1)

0^ψ (£)^land

fl ίlfl^D

Consider {Ψ*(£ξ)}, θ5Ξ£5ί 1. Then we have
(2.2)

and

0

for a constant CΛ independent of £, which means that
(2.3)

ψ ί^^lίnSϊ.oase-^O.
Lemma 2.1 Lίtf Pj<=SmP>8,j=l, 2,—, and
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Suppose that for a P<ΞS"£ δ
(2.4)

σ(Pj)(xί

Then we have
J

(25}

'"(weak) v ~ / χ ' - /

U^x*.^^^

*«*-'

dwrf
(weak)
c

}

w/i£7 £ P * is defined by
(2.7)

(Pu, v) = (u, P™v)

for u, v<Ξ<S (c.f. [9], p. 36).

Proof. From Corollary 2 of Theorem 4.1 in [9] we see that σ(P;Q)(x, ξ)
and <r(QPj)(x9ξ) are bounded in 3™$™' and that σ(P$*})(#, ξ) is bounded in
5^ δ . By means of Theorem 1.1 in [9] we have
α<P y ρ)(*,f)

f
<DT7>Λoσ(P .)(^, ^-(-^(UJ

i

for any even integer w 0 ^w+l.

We write

-ί
Then, if we take a large / such that the second term is absolutely integrable and
fix a large R, we see that
σ(PjQ)(x, ξ)-*σ(PQ)(x, ξ) on R£xK uniformly
for any compact set K of R^ . Hence we get the half part of (2.5). For σ(QPj)
(x, ξ) we get the assertion in the same way. For σ(P^) (x, ξ) we use the formula
in [9];

and get (2.6).
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. Suppose that

σ(Pj)(x, ?)—}
Then, for any s, we have
(2.8)

\\p.u-Pu\\s^O(j-+<~
Proof.

By Lemma 2.1 we have

Then, using a function ψ(f) of (2.1), we have

\\PjU-Pu\\s=\\As(Pj-P)u\\0
By Lemma 1.4 we have

||Λ (Λ
and
Then, noting |σ(Λs(P,— P))(*. f) ψ(ef)l,+..ι->0 ( -*00)
and

for

an

Y

;+11, = J l(iwe get (2.8).

Q.E.D.

Lemma 2.3. Let P2^Smp>8 for ^^Ω (^w open set of C). Suppose that σ
(Pz)(x, ξ) is an analytic function of z in Ω in the topology of 5"? δ .
Then we have, for any £) e SJζg ,
i) σ(PzQ)(x, ξ) and σ(QPz)(xy ξ) are analytic functions o f z in Ω in the topology
ii) For u e Hs+fn , Pzw w an analytic function of z in Ω in the topology of Hs .
Proof is omitted.
3. Complex powers
DEFINITION 3.1. For an /x / matrix P^S™ 8(m>0) we say that operators
Pχy z^C, (^S°°P fδ ) are complex powers of P, when P^ satisfy the following conditions (c.f. [10]):
i) For a monotone increasing function m(s) such that
= 0, m(ί)->oo(ί_>oo) ,
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we have Pg^S™sRe*\ where Re z denotes the real part of z.
ii) PQ=! (identity operator), P1=P (original operator).
iii) For any real SQ σ(Pz)(x, ξ) is an analytic function of z (Re z<s0) in the
topology of SJftV.
iv) For any real SQ
x ξ ίns v

'

"

as s I s0 along the real axis.
v) P21P22=P21+Z2 (mod S-00) in the sense:
σ(PzlPZ2—Pzl+Z2)(x, ξ) is an analytic function of zl and z2 in the topology of
Sp°tS for any real s0 .
First we state a result obtained by Nagase-Shinkai [12] in a modified form
for our aim.
Theorem 3.2°. Let P=p(x, Dx) be a single operator of class S™>δ .
that the symbol p(xy ξ) satisfies conditions:
A
) \P(X> f ) I ^cQ<ξymfor constant c0>0 and τ(0<τ^ 1),

Assume

and
C) arg p(x, ξ)(the argument of p(xy ξ)) is well-defined
for large \ ξ \ . Then, for m(s)—τms(s<.Q) and =ms(s^ιQ), we can define complex
powers Pz of P by

= p(x, ξ γ

1*1=101=* ^2

where p(x, ξγ=e* >°« *'•«>, a=(a\ -, a"\ β=(β\ -, βk)
and CkfΛfβ(z) are polynomials in z.
Proof is given in [12] for, so called, λ-elliptic operators.
that the discussion there works in our case, if we note

But, we can see

(x, ζ)* p(x, f)-

and

IX^fj-^^ΏI^c ^XfX^'^

-,ft,

for large \ ξ \ .
Our main theorem of this section is stated as follows.
Theorem 3.2. Letp(x, f)=(pyΛ(#, ξ)) be anlxl matrix of symbols pjk(x, ξ)
of class S™ δ , w>0, such that for some positive constants C0,c0) C0 * β and τ(0<τ

(3.1)
and
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\\p%(x, ξ)(p(x, ί;)-?/)

for large \ξ\ uniformly on Ξ 0 , where || || denotes a matrix norm and E0=
dis (ζ,(—ooί 0])5^c0}. Then, we can construct complex powers P2=ρz(χ, Dx) of
P=ρ(x, Dx) such that
(3.3)

P^Slf** for Re *<0,

S£?eaf for Re *^

that is, m(s)=τmsfor s<0, =ms for s^O.
REMARK. We may assume that p(x, ξ } satisfies conditions (3.1) and (3.2)
for every ξ. In fact, if we set p^(x, ξ)=p(x, ξ)+£~lΨ(£ξ)I for a C7-function
ψ (f) of (2.1), then, for a small fixed £0>0, pto(x, ξ) staisfies (3.1) and (3.2)
uniformly on H0 for any ξ y and we have complex powers Pεo z of Pεo. Set Pz=
Pβ0f,+*(P— Peθtl). Then, noting P=Pβo=Pβ0tl, we get required powers of P.
For the proof of Theorem 3.2 we need several lemmas.
Lemma 3.3. Let ζ^x, ξ), •••_, ζt(x, ξ) be eigen-values of p(x, ξ) which satisfies
(3.1) for ξ=0. Then, there exists a positive constant C1 such that
(3.4)

C

Proof.

We write

det(p(*, ξ)-ζl) = (Then, noting | qj(xy ξ) \ ^ C<f >y>w, j = 1 , , I, for a constant C, we get easily
the right half of (3.4). The left half is proved in the same way, if we use
det (ζ?I-p(x, f)- 1 )=0,j=l, •-, /, and \\p(x, tY^C^fr-™ .
Q.E.D.
Lemma 3.4. Let p(x, ξ)(^S^tδ) satisfy conditions (3.1) and (3.2).
for any A(>C^) we have

(

' '

on B{.Λ = tfeC l t l £A-\&- or \ζ\ ^

for a constant B, where C1 is a constant of Lemma 3.3.
Proof. We write

By Lemma 3.3 we have

χ«, i) i - 1 ζ i ^ C XD""- i ς \ ^wc- 1> ι r ι for m ^^for

Then,
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Hence, we have

|det (p(X, ξ)-

on f.A

Noting \\(p(x,ξ )-?/)!! ^const. \ζ\ for \ζ\^A<£>~, we get \\(p(x, ξ)-ζl)-l\\
ζ\-1 for
Using

we have in the same way

\\(p(x,ξ)-ςi)-^\\p(X)ξ)->\
Hence, we have proved (3.5)
Q.E.D.
Now following Hϋrmander [6], p. 165, we shall construct a parametrix for
P(χ> ζ)—ζl
We define <?y(£; #, ζ)>j= 0, 1, •••, inductively by

(3.6)
(3.7)

?.(?;*, £) = (/>(*,!)-?/)-1,
(f x, f)= -

?w

Σ |βΣ _ .

9Uχr; *, f)θ:(ρ(*, f)-f/)?o(f *,

Lemma 3.5. L^ί p(x, ξ)^S™ δ(m>0) satisfy conditions (3.1) αwrf (3.2).
, ^y(ζ"; #, ?),j=0, 1, •••, defined by (3.6) 0m/ (3.7) αr^ analytic functions of ζ
on Ξ 0 w Ξξ > A <wd belong to Sp™~tp~s:>J for any fixed ξ^&0, moreover satisfy
(3.8)

\\q0(ζ; x, ζ)\\ ^Cβ<e>-"",

(3.9)

ιι?,;?κ?; *, f)iι^cy,α>β<f>-τ'«-'>'αι+8^'-c'>-β^

(y=o, i, -)

uniformly on Ξ 0 ,
(3.10)

||?o(r;*,
ι

+

(3.ιi) ιiίy5i(f;*,e)|ι^cί>->pιr|- <ι>- " ' ""-«-««
(3.12)

(y=o, i,

||?y^(

(3.13) ||?>a
uniformly on S 0 w Bξ >A
Proof. The estimate (3.8) is clear by (3.1), and (3.9) is proved by induction
in view of (3.2). We write

(p(x, ξ)-ζIΓ = ξ-1{p(χ, ξ)(p(x, ξ)-ξi)-*-l} .
Then, from (3.1) and (3.2) we get (3.10) on Ξ0, and by Lemma 3.4 we get on
Ξj, A . For I a \ — 1 we have
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and so
(3.14)

$ = Σ C^v >0/»^0. qtp<$ q0 ,

ίβ

where the summation is taken under the condition
al+

+ak=a,

β*+.

Hence, using (3.1) we have (3.9), (3.11) and (3.12) fory=0. From (3.7) we can
see that q/£] also have the form (3.14) and get (3.9), (3.11)-(3.13) in general.
Q.E.D.
Now we construct a parametrix r(f xy Dx)(^Sp™) of p(x, Dx)—ζl as
follows: Let φ(ξ) be a C~-function in R" such that
(3.15)

φ(ξ) = 0

(|?|ϊgl)

and φ(ξ) = 1 (\ξ \ ^

and set as in Theorem 2.7 of [6]
(3.16)

r(ξ; x, ξ) = q0(ζ; x,

y=ι

for an appropriate increasing sequence £y->oo.
(3.17)

Then, by Lemma 3.5, we have

r(ζ\ xy ξ)^Sptτ8m for £eB 0 ,

and moreover we have
(3.18)

||r<f»(£; xy ^)||^CΛ>β<f>~τm"p|Λ|+δlβ| unifomly on S 0 ,

and
Π ?fh
{j.Δ\Jj

(Λ
m
(
Ύf > vΛ, £MI<P"
IMr
\r (β)^b
g j l l ^ L x ^ ^ β lI t£\
) | -*/t\
\b/-(>\ »\+δ\β\ > I/y-U/31-tΠ
I ^*^"A-' I ^~" )

uniformly on BQ^B^A
Let A be a positive number of Lemma 3.4 such that A~l<c0 for a constant
c0 of Theorem 3.2, and let I\A be a counterclockwisely oriented curve defined by
(3.22)
where ^ and R2 are positive numbers satisfying
I — R^iA'11 = A(ξym and | — j
respectively.

Then, we have

Lemma 3.6. For a complex number z we define symbols pz(x, ξ) by
(3.23)

pe(x, ξ) = —. jΓξ ^rr(?; *> ξ)dζ .
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Then, for a function m(s)=rms(s<0) and=ms(s^Q), we have i)— iv) of Definition
3Λforpz(x,ξ).
Proof.

Since
t
s,
A

we have by (3.19)

,

_2π

Then, estimating the cases: Re #<0 and Re #^0 separately, and noting
ps(x, ?)-*Ao(*» ξ) uniformly on RnxxK as s f s0
for any compact set K of Λ", we have i) and iv). Next, we write

Then, by (3.21) we see that the second term can be deformed to
when Re *<2 ,
and vanishes for ^=0 and =1, where
(3.24)

Γ0 = {£eC; dis (?; (-00, 0]) - A~*} .

Hence, noting that the first term defines p(x, ξ)z we get ii) of Definition 3.1.
Since

we get the last assertion in the same way.

Q.E.D.

Lemma 3.7. Let R(ξ)=r(ξ x, Dx)(ξ e Ξ0) fe ^ parametrίx 0fP=ρ(x, Dx)
defined by (3.16). Then we have for ζί=£ζ2

(3.25)

RGJRg,) = (ζ2-ζ1Γ(R(ζ1)~R(ζl))+(ζ^ιrlK(ζl,

Q,

where K(ζl , ζ2) e S~°° is a pseudo-differential operator with the symbol k(ζ1 ,ζ2\xy ξ)
which satisfies, for any real number s and multi-index a, β,

(3.26)

\\k^(ζlt ζ2; *, OII^C^.,!?,! -'If.l

Proof.

For some ^(ζΊ), K2(ζ2) of class S"00 we have

R(ξJ(P-ξtI) = /+*,(?,) and (PThen, we have

-ζ1) = R(ζ2)-R(ζ1)+K(ξl> ζ2) ,

i
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for symbols Λ y (f y *, f) of Kfa), j=l, 2,
(3.27)
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Hence, by (3.19) we have only prove

||Λy$(ry; *, £)||£Cy.βA,|ry I -'<£/ for any a,β,ι.

By Theorem 1.1 of [9] we can write for any integer N

ftiGΓ,; *, ξ) = σWζMP-ζM*, ξ)-ι
(3.28)

=

Of!

where
(3.29)
for any even number « 0 ^n+l.
summation, we can write
IN= \Λ\<N
Σ

(3.30)

Σ

Using (3.16) and interchanging the order of

-.

j + \a\<N cCl

l«l<jr /+ι«ι<jr a\
+ Σ
Σ ^
yil

Σ Σ
,;

From (3.6) and (3.7) we have
(3.31)

7, = 0 .

Using (3.12), we have
(3.32)

||3|Z)g/2||^ const. <f / 1 £, | -•«£>"+ 1 £, I )^ const. | f1 1 -*<f >"+J

for any real number ί, and
||3p«/3|| ^ const. | f , | -'<£>-<p-'w«£>"+ I f, I <?>M-p""+s'pl)
(

)

^ const_ |^|-ι < f >ι--CP-«W-P| l + » | β | .

Similarly we have
(3.34)

\\dϊDζIt\\£ const. | ?, | -ι<|y— C« - W-PI I + » wi .

Finally we have to estimate /?ΛΓ(?Γ> ** ?)
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Since

<DΊ,y*(η>dtr(ζl ,x,ς+tη))= Σ

Iβι + β2l^"o

and

c^βjwtf

rϊ*-βίe-i-v = (idwy-^e-iw^ ,
integrating by parts we have only to estimate

; *,

Then, noting C-1<f>^<?+ίτ?>^C<f> for a constant OO when \η\ g
and O^f^l, we have by (3.20)

x,m^ const. i^i
^ const. |£l|-1<£>'"H "~Cp-'w
Taking a large integer / we have

ιιy,(?ι;*,f)iι^ const. i^i

^ const. |fι|-ι<g>«-mι-83+»^_

Hence, fixing / such as m—2l(l—δ)+N<*2m—(p—δ)N, we have
\\Rfr(ξ1;x,ξ)\\£

const. |?ι|-ι

and also have
(3.35)

Λ

\\RN[ β}(ζ^ x, ξ)\\£ const. |^| -ι

Consequently from (3.28)-(3.35) we have (3.27) for ;=1 for a large N, and for
j=2 analogously, which completes the proof.
Q.E.D.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let P2=pz(x, Dx) be operators defined by (3.23).
Then, by Lemma 3.6 we have i)-iv) of Definition 3.1. For the proof of v) we
consider the case: Re #y<0, /= 1, 2.
Set

; dis (f, (-00, 0]) = c0/2} ,
Γ2 = {£eC; dis (f, (-00, 0]) = c0/3} .
Then, by means of (3.19) and Lemma 3.7 we have
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Hence, we get iv) when Re # y <0,y=l, 2.
Next we consider P2P—P2+1. For any N, using (3.16), we write
σ(PβP)(xtξ)=

Σ

=

Σ a\
V Ci"{*> ?)A»)(
\*\<JT

Σ

Σ Σ

Σ +\<*\>N a\

Σ Σ
where refAeSj|(8Re*)+l"~CP"ew and, by the similar way to the estimation
x, ξ) in the proof of Lemma 3.7, is an analytic function of z (Re z<s0) in the topology of S^o^-v-^ίor any v Using (3.7) we have

/ι = ^=0
ΣlΣ3
Σ Λ?/rt)A.)
y=o |α|=μ-yGf!
J

= ΣI(Σ Σ Λί/β)AΛ+?μ(p-/j)+??4
=o I y=ι |α5|=μ-y αl

μ

J

JPΓ-l
= Σ ??M
/A=0

It is clear that I

jΓ£,A

I2dζ^S~°°, and is an analytic function of z in the topology of

Sf>°8 for any s0. By the similar way to the proof of Lemma 3.6, we see that
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ζ*I*dζ and (

jΓζ,A

ξΊJζ

belong to s-β"M~-cι -«w and are analytic in x

jΓζtA

(Re z<s0) in S^o^-cp-ew for any SQ.

Now we write

Then, by (3.11) we see that r'β+ltN(x, ξ) belongs to S™fe*+υ-cp-δw an( j js anaiytic
in # (Re #<$0) in S™^so+ι:>~CP~S)N for any j0 . Consequently we see, by taking large
N, that σ(P2P— P2+1)(x, ξ) is analytic in z in the topology of S£°δ for any s0.
Then, we see that, for any positive integer k,
k

σ(P,P -Pz+k}(X,

ξ)

= σ((P1P-P^)P"-ί)(x, ξ)+.. +σ(P.+k-f-PM+h)(x, ξ)
is analytic in z in the topology of Ssf°s for any ί0 . Hence, for any z1 and z2 , if
we fix a positive integer k such that Re Zj—k<0, /=!, 2, then writing

we see that σ(P21P22— P21+22)(x, ξ) is analytic in zl and z2 in the topology of Sp°δ
for any J 0 . Thus the proof is complete.
Q.E.D.

4. Generalized Dirichlet problem
Let p(x, ξ ) be an / X / matrix of symbols pjk(x, ξ) which satisfies the assumption of Theorem 3.2, and let P2=p2(x, Dx) be complex powers of P defined
there.
We define a Hubert space Hs P by
1/2

provided with the norm: \\u\\s>P={\\Psu\\l+\\^(Dx)u\\l}
function of S such that Φ(f)>0 in ΛJ.
Then we have

ί

where Φ(ξ) is a fixed

Theorem 4.1. For any real number sy there exist constants Cs and C's
such that
(

'

}

Proof. Noting Ps(=S?*8(s^Q)y Ps(=STPm8s(s<0) and Φ(Z),)e5-°°, we have the
right halves of (4.1) by means of Lemma 1.4. For s^O we write

II«IL»= HΛ τ m s M|| 0 = HΛ^P-.P.-^Mllo,
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where KS^S~M which is defined by P.SPS=I+KS . Then noting /\rmsP-s
and Λτw^seS-°°, we have by Lemma 1.4

On the other hand, for any £>0, there exists a constant Cg such that

so, if we fix £0>0 such that C"£0<l/2,

we nave

Hence, we have C S '|MU^|M| 5 , P for s^Q. Writing IMI^HlΛ""^-^,-*,)
M|| O , we can also prove the statement for s<0 in this manner.
Q.E.D.
Lemma 4.2. Let P(e*S"S>8) be a formally self-adjoint

(Pu, v) = (u, Pv)

for uy v e S

in the sense

y

and satisfy the condition of Theorem 3.2, and let Pz be complex powers of P defined
there. Then, we have

(4.2)

Pz^ = P

where /y *>( <Ξ StJ is defined by
(Pzu, v)=(u, PS*>v)

for u,

Proof. By the assumption it is clear that (Pky*^> = pk for any positive
integer k. If we can prove
(4.3)

P, c *>=P s forRe*<0,

then, by v) of Definition 3.1, it follows that for &(Re

Hence, we have only to prove (4.3). Let R (ζ)=r(ξ; x, Dx) be the parametrix of
P-ξl. Since 7= ((P-ζI)R(ζ))^=R(ξγ*\P-ξI), R(S)<*> is the parametrix of
P—ζl. Now, using the path Γ0 of (3.24), we have for w,
x

>
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Then we get

so that we have
1 Γ

—\ Y"zγ^^^(r ' Xv £-^//£*
— ^—Γ1Γ b '
V> ) 9 ζ)a±

Z Γί J o

Noting rc:10(^; #, ξ) is a parametrix of P— £7, we have (4.3).
Theorem 4.3. Le£ L be an I xl matrix of pseudo-differential
class S™t8(m>0), and set

Q.E.D.
operators of

P = (L+Lc*>)/2, ρ - (L-L<*>)/2 .
Assume that σ(P)(x, ξ) satisfies the assumption of Theorem 3.2 0m/ P-$QP-$^S$ δ ,
where Pz is complex powers defined by Theorem 3.2. Then, there exist constants C
and λ0
(4.4)

|(Lt/, v)| ^C|M|» t p|W| l i P

/or u,

and
(4.5)

Λe(L« J ιι)^|N|J.p-λ β ||u||ί

for u^S .

REMARK 1°. i) Assume that ge 5?™.

Then, we have

P_tρP_ieSp°)S, since P^eSf^ .
ii) For the single case we assume that Re σ(L) (x, ξ) satisfies
A)' Re σ(L)(x, ξ^
B)' |9|Z>HL)(*, f)
and
C') are Re σ(L)(^, f) is well-defined
for large |£| instead of conditions A)-B) of Theorem 3.2°. Then, by using
the asymptotic expansion fomula of σ(Pz)(xy f), we can see that the operator L
satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4.3.
REMARK 2°. The inequality (5.4) is a generalization of Garding's inequality to hypoelliptic operators, which is different form [3], [9], [11], [17] where the
positivity as in A)' is not assumed, but the space is limited to the usual Sobolev
space.
Proof of Theorem 4.3. We can write for u, v
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(Lu,v) = (Pu,v)+(Qu,v)
'

}

= (Piii, Pi<«iO+(P_i0P_i(Piii), Pi<*>tO+(l&i, *)

for some K^S~°°. Then, from Lemma 4.2 and the assumption P.^QP^^Sp δ ,
we have
(4.7)

|(Lιι, «)| ^C||ιι|| ti p|H| tfF for w,

for a constant C. On the other hand, using Lemma 4.2 again and noting
Re (Qu, u)=Qy we have
(4.8)

Re (Lu, u) = (A, u)^\\u\\lP-\0\\u\\l

for a constant λ 0 .

Q.E.D.

Now, let V be the closure of C~(Ω) in fl| P for an open set Ω of Λ£, and set
(4.9)

5λ[ιι, »] - (Pin, P^*V)+(P_*ρP_i(P^), Pt<*>ι;)+(Λ:fi, ϋ)+λ(ιι, v)

for w, e eF.
Then, we have
Theorem 4.4 (Generalized Dirichlet problem). Let L be a matrix of
operators of class S™t8 (m>0) which satisfies conditions of Theorem 4.3. Then, for
anyf^L2(Ω), we can find a unique element u^V such that
(L+\)u=f

inn

for any λ^λ O J where λ0 is a constant determined in Theorem 4.3.
Proof.

(

'

Consider Bλ[u, v] for u, v^ V.

Then, from (4.6)-(4.9) we have

}

Then, by means of the Lax-Milgram theorem (see, for example, [1], p. 98), we
have a unique element u^V such that
Bλ[u, v] = (/, v)

for any v^V.

In particular for ^eCS°(Ω) we have from (4.6) and (4.9)
Bλ[u, v] = (Lu, v)+\(u, v)
Hence, we have (L+\)u=f in Ω.

Q.E.D.

REMARK. Consider a neighborhood U(x0) of a point x0 on the boundary
3Ω of Ω. Assume that 3Ω is smooth and P is elliptic of order m0 (>0) in U(x0)
in the sense
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"->-a
for large \ ξ \ .

(4.12)

inE7(*β)

Then, for any a(x)G C~(U(x0)), we have

au^Hίmo

and concerning the trace of au, we have

(4.13)

dί(au)\9Q = 0, 0^;<K-l)/2 ,

where dn denotes the normal derivative for 9Ω.

In fact, we can write for some

au =
Then, noting Pμ/eL2 we have /\~^P^u^H^mQ, and in view of (4.11) we have
aP-i/\*mo&S% δ. Consequently we have (4.12), and noting supp wcΩ, we get
(4.13).
EXAMPLE.

Consider a single operator
L=

a(x)Λm+(l-a(x))Λm'9

where m, w'(m>m/) are positive number and a(x) is a C°°-function such that
α(Λ) = 0(|
and for a fixed

\D*ma(x)la(x)\^CΛ\

ϊ*l - y I " σ | Λ | for any α .

Then, setting τ=mf/m9 we can see that σ(L)(x, ξ) satisfies A) and B) of Definition 3.2° for any 0<δ<l and p = l , so that Theorem 4.3 is applied to this
operator L.
5. Index theory
First we describe results obtained in [10] with complete proofs. Let P be
a system of pseudo-differential operators of class S?>8, which maps H-.^ into
itself, more precisely Hs+m into Hs boundedly for any real s.
Consider P as the closed operator of L2(=H0) into itself with the domain
3)(P) defined by
(5.1)

3)(P] = {u<=L2; Pu^L2} .

Then, the adjoint operator P*: L2->L2 is defined as follows. For a v^L2, if
there exists g^L2 such that
(5 .2)

(A, v) = (u, g)

for any u e 3)(P) ,
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we say that v belongs to the domain 3)(P*) of P* and define P*v=g.
other hand we have defined the formal adjoint Pc*} of class S™ >δ by
(5.3)

(Pu, v) = (u, Pc*\;)

On the

for any uy v<EΞ S .

Then, considering PC:{0 as the closed operator L2 into itself as above, we have
(5.4)

5)(PC*>) = freL2; P^vt=L2} .
Concerning P* and PCίi0 we have

Lemma 5.1. Let P be a system of operators of class S™> δ . 'Then, as the
operator of L2 into itself, the operator PCϊ|0 is an extension of P*, so that we have
(5.5)

Proof. Assume ^<Ξ.2)(P*),

Then, noting <D(P)^)S, we have

(«, P*ϋ) = (Pu, v) = (u, P^v) .

In the above the right half is guaranteed, if we take a sequence Vj(€Ξ<S)—>
v in L2 and, considering u as an element of Hmy apply Lemma 1.4. Then, we
have P*v=P^v<=L2, which means that v^<D(P™).
Q.E.D.
Lemma 5.2. Let P(e5"? δ) have complex powers Pz in the sense of Definition 3.1. Then, we have, for any z0^C, PZoCϊIO=P2o* as the operator of L2 into
itself.
Proof.
(5.6)

By means of Lemma 5.1 we have only to prove

(P2oκ, V) = («, />.„<"%) for «e <D(P2o),

By i) of Definition 3.1 for a large N we have P2u^HmCRez^ for u^<3)(P2Q) so,
using Lemma 1.4, we have

(

'

-PzP^u, v) for Me5)(PZo), we^(PZoc*3) (Re *<-J

}
z

From Lemma 2.3 and iii) of Definition 3.1 we have (P2u, Pz^v) is analytic in
z when Re #<0, and from Lemma 2.2 and iv) of Definition 3.1 we have
lim (P,ιι, Pz^v)=(u, P,OCS|O«O. Since PZQu<=L2, we also have that (P,P,0w, ϋ) is
analytic in sr when Re ^<0 and lim (PSPZQ u, v)=(Pgu, v).
*->-0

Setting s0=0 in v)

of Definition 3.1 and writing P,0Pz-PzP2o=(PZoP2-PZo+,)+(PZo+2-PzP2o), we
can see that ((P20P2-P2P2>, υ) is analytic in * and lim ((P2<)PS-PsPz<)u, υ)=0.
Then, letting z^—0 on the real line in (5.7), we get (5.6).

Q.E.D.

Lemma 5.3. Let pj(x, ξ), 7=0, 1, 2, •••, όe α sequence of slowly varying
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symbols of class S™j8 (resp. S™JB) such that mΛ — oo asj-*o°. Then we can cono
struct a slowly varying symbol p(xy ξ)^SmPtS(resp. S™>δ) such that
(5.8)

p(x, f )- Σίy(*. £)<Ξ SP"ί, (resp. S~f )
>=!

and is slowly varying for any N (c.f. [4]).
Proof.

1

Take C°°-fιmctions φ(ξ) and ψ*(x, ξ) such that

''

1
Then, setting χ«, ξ)=ρ£x, D+Σ^j'fWJ
*. *7lξ)Pj(*, ξ)for an appropriate
y=ι

^._>oo(y->oo)> we get a required symbol.

Q.E.D.

Lemma 5.4 (c.f. Prop. 2.1 of [8]). Le£ tPJfeno.i: ^β family of operators
of class S™t8 such that σ(Pt)(x,ξ) is a continuous function of t in S™ δ . Suppose
there exist two families {Qt}t^Q,ιΊ an^ {^}/ec0.ι] ^n *^p,δ such that QtPt=I+Ktί Qt
is strongly continuous in t, and Kt is uniformly continuous in t and compact as operators from Lz into itself. Then, it follows that
dim ker Pt<. °° and Re Pt is closed
and that
index Pt = dim ker Pt-codim Re Pt
is upper semi-continuous in t, where ker Pt denotes the kernel of Pt and Re Pt denotes
the range of Pt.
Proof.

For u^ ker Pt we have
0 = QtPtu = u+Ktu .

Then, we can easily see that dim ker Pt<ooy sicne Kt is compact. If we write
2
L =ker P f 0 (ker P,)^, then, for the closedness of Re Pt we have only to prove
(5.10)

|M|0^C,||P,tt||0 for u^3)(Pt) A(ker P

for a constant Ct.
Assume that there exists a sequence {uv}°°v=1 of <D(Pt) n(ker Pt)^~ such that
l = \\u,\\Q^v\\Ptu,\\0. Then, we have
0 - QtPtu, = uv+Ktuv .
Since Kt is compact, by taking a subsequence we may assume that
2

2

Ktu^ -> v in L for a v^L .
Then we have ^eker Pt and consequently 0=(ϋ, ttn)-»|H|2=l, which derives
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the contradiction.
For the proof of the upper semi-continuity of index Pt we first get the statement:
(5.11)

If ίv->ί0eΞ[0, 1], wv-»tt0 in L2, Pt,u,-*f0 in L2, then, Ptou0 =/0 ,

which means that the graph {(£, u, Ptu)\ t^I, u^<3)(Pt)} is closed.
Hm we have

For any v^

(P,Λ, υ) = (ββ, Pt«V) = lim («„, Pίv<*\0 = lim (P,Λ, *) = (/„, v) ,
V->°°

V-> °°

since uv-*u0 in L2 and Pf^v—^P^v in L2=H0 by Lemma 1.4 and the continuity
of σ(Pt)(x, ξ) in S^δ. Hence we get (5.11).
Now let W be a finite dimensional subspace of L2 and set Δ,— {z/
^} . Then we can easily get
(5.12)

IIP^

for a constant C independent of £e[0, 1].
Assume there exist sequences {ίv}~=ι and orthonormal systems {u^\ •••, w(zv)}
of Δ ίv for a fixed / such that f v -»f 0 e[0, 1]. Then, writing QtvPtvu^=u^+
(^,v-^<)+^ίo<,y=l, -, /, we may assume that Kt^-^vj and Ptjt?-*
ίϋy EΞ ϊF for y= !,••-,/ by taking a subsequence, since KtQ is compact and
Ptjί™^W (finite dimensional) with (5.12). Hence from (5.11) we have PtQUj
—Wj for u~ — Vj-^QtJWj
It is clear that uly- ,ul is orthonormal, which
means that dim Δ, is upper simi-continuous in t. Then, for any W0d(Re Pt^>
we have
dim Δ,0^ lim dim Δ,= lim {dim ker P,+dim (Re P,)A W0}
^ lim {dim ker P,+dim W0—dim (Re P,)^}.
Since dim Δ,0= dim ker Pίo, this means that index P/0^ lim inex Pt.

Q.E.D.

Theorem 5.5. Let P be an Ixl matrix of operators of class S™ 8(m>0)
such that σ(P)(x,ξ) satisfies conditions (3.1) and (3.2) for large |*| + |ί?| uniformly on BO Assume that σ(P)(x,ξ) is slowly varying and that, for /3ΦO,
(3.2) holds with a bounded function C O Λ β(#) such as C 0>Λf β(*)-»0(|*|->oo).
Then, we can construct complex powers P2 such that σ(Pz) (*, ξ) is slowly varying
and
s

'

REMARK. We may assume that σ(P)(*, ξ) satisfies (3.1) and (3.2) for every
x and ξ. In fact, for a C~-function γ(*, ξ) such that Q^j(x, ξ)^ 1, and γ(*, ξ)
lr
= i (|^| _|_ i g| >l) >= =0 (|*| + I f I <2), We set P =P+6~ y(^*, £DX)I, Then, for
a small fixed £0>0, σ(Pίo)(*, f) satisfy conditions (3.1) and (3.2) for every x and
I, and has complex powers Pεo z. We set PZ=PΪQtZ-\-z(P—Pεo>1). Then, noting
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P—PS(>il=P—Peo=£~lfY(£(/x, £0Dx)lGS-", we see that Pz are required powers.
Proof. Instead r(ζ; x, ξ) of (3.16) we consider, using functions φ(ξ) and -ψ
(*, f) of (5.9),
(5.14)

r(ζ; x, ξ) = qΰ(ζ; x, £)+fj φ^ξ^t^x, tj*ζ)q,(ζ; x, ξ)

for an appropriate increasing sequence {tj}°°j=1. Then, we may assume that
pz(xy ξ) defined by (3.23) is slowly varying and that
(5.15)

σ(P,)(*, ζ)-σ(P)(x, ξ

Now, for any N, we define R21
by (*,!.„.*) ( * , f ) = Σ —.σ(PΛ^(x9ξ)σ(PΛΛ)M(x9ξ).
|α|<JΓ a\

Then, by ii) of

Lemma 1.5, we have
(5.16)

Ptfft-RMlιfttll

e SrsRe v^^ P-c —w .

Noting <KP)(*. ?)Ίσ(P)(*, f)*2 = σ(P)(*, f)*!***, we have
(5.17)

σ(R21,Z2ιN)(x,

ξ)-σ(P)(x,

Hence, if we write
(S

°°B) P21PZ2

PZι+Z2 = (

then, using (5.16), (5.17) and (5.15) for s-^+s,,, we get (5.13).

Q.E.D.

Theorem 5.6. Let P be an Ixl matrix of operators of class SmPtδ, m>0,
which are slowly varying. Assume that the symbol σ(P)(x, ξ) satisfies conditions
(3.1) and (3.2) for large \ x \ + \ ξ \ uniformly on H0 . Then, the operator P as the
map from U into itself with the domain <D(P)= {u^L2] Pu^L2} is Fredholm type
and we have
(5.18)

index P = dim her P-codim Re P = 0 .

Proof. Let Pz be complex powers of P defined in Theorem 5.5. For
ίe[0, 1], consider {Pt}tel and set Qt=P-t. Then, by iv) of Definition 3.1,
Qt is strongly continuous in t as ZΛoperators. Moreover, if we write QtPt—
o
P-tPt=I+Kt, then, by means of (5.13), Kt^S~°° and consequently, by Lemma
1.4 and Lemma 1.6, Kt is uniformly continuous in t and compact as operators
from L2 into itself. Hence, we can apply Lemma 5.4 and we have that index Pt
is upper semi-continuous in t. Now, using ^Lemma 5.2, we note that ker Pt=
J
5
L
5
(Re Pί*) =(Re P/* )^, (Re Pί)- =ker P,*=ker P/* , so that index Pt= - index
5
P/* . Since (PtP-ty*>=P-S*ΨS*\ setting Qt=P.f*\ we have also that index
5
P/* is upper semi-continuous in t. Hence we get that index Pt is continuous,
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Then, index P= index Pty t e [0, l],=index 7=0.
Q.E.D.

Lemma 5.7. Let P and Q be Ixl matrices of operators of class *S™ δ such
that P has complex powers Pz and Q has the parametrix Q-τ. Assume that
and PQ-i are of class 5P° δ . Then, for Pz'=QP,l+z , we have
(5.19)

P/* = P/C9|° .

Proof.

We write

P.=PP-l+M = (PQ.1)P.' (mod 5-) and P.'=(QP_JPβ (mod 5-) ,
then we can see that
(5.20)

P,ιιeL2 if and only if P/iieL2 for u^H.^ .

If we write, for some K<=S-°°, PZ'=(QP^)PZ+K, then we have
(5.21)

P,'<*> = P^QP.tfv+K™ .

Now we assume that v<=3)(Pz'^), i.e., v<=L2 and Pz'^v<ΞU. Since σ(ρP_1)Cί|0
° δ , by means of (5.21) we have
and P

Then, noting P^^P,* by Lemma 5.2, we have (QP.^v^3)(P*\ so that,
for any u<=S>(Pz\ we have, noting u<=$)(P2) by (5.20),

= (QP-fiU, v)+(Ku, v) = (P.'u, v) ,
which means that v^S>(Pz'*).
PM'™=Pβ'*m

Hence, by Lemma 5.1 we have
Q.E.D.

DEFINITION 5.8. For /x / matrices P and Q of class S™ δ we say that σ(P)
(x, ξ) and σ(Q) (x, ξ) are equally strong, when they satisfy with each other
(5.22)

\

and

(5.23) ι
for large | Λ ? | + | ξ \ , where we assume that, for /3ΦO, CΛ§β(Λ?)->0 and Cjfβ(#)
as |Λ;|->OO.
Then we have
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Lemma 5.9. Let P and Q be I xl matrices of class S Pt8(m>0). Assume that
σ(P)(x, ξ) and σ(Q)(x, ξ) satisfy conditions (3.1) and (3.2) for ζ=Q and are equally
strong. Then, for par ametrices P-1 ofP and Q-1 of Q (which can be defined by (3.6),
(3.7) and (3.16) by setting ζ=0, c.f. also [6]), we have that σ(P.1)(x, ξ) and σ(Q^)
(x, ξ) are slowly varying and that

Proof.

We expand for large N
^(X, ξ) = Σ

-

\*\<# a\

such that RN(x, ξ)^S°Pt8.
thatσ(ρP-0(*,f)e=Sj' δ .
Spy

σ(Q)< >(«, ξWP-άΛxtf+R^X,

ξ)

Then, noting the form (3.14) and using (5.22) we see
Analogously, using (5.13), we get σ(PQ.ί)(oe9ξ)G
Q.E.D.

Theorem 5.10. Let P and Q be I X / matrices of class Smp>8 (m>0). Assume
that σ(P)(x,ξ) and σ(Q)(x,ξ) are slowly varying and equally strong, and that
P has complex powers Pz. Then, ζλP_ 1+ί (θ5^£^l) is Fredholm type as the
L2-operator, and we have
(5.24)

index Q = index QP-l+t = index QP., .

Moreover we have
(5.25)

index Q = index Q0 ,

where Q0 is defined by

with the function ψ(x, ξ) of (5.9) and a large fixed constant £>0, which is an elliptic
operator of class S°lf0 and is slowly varying (c.f. [4]).
Proof. Set P/=gP_ 1+ί and let ρ_ x be a parametrix of Q. Then, Qt'=
P^tQ-i is a parametrix of P/ and belongs to S£ δ . If we write Qt'Pt'=I+Kt',
then by Lemma 1.6 we have Ktf<=S-°°. By Lemma 5.7 we have P/*=P/C*>=
P_1+/*>£<*> and ρ/c*)-ρ-1(*)P1-ίc*) is a parametrix of Pt'<*\ Then, in the
same way to the proof of Theorem 5.6, we get (5.24). By means of Lemma 1.5
we can write for large N
σίρP-Oί*, ξ) = Σ

-. <r(QY"\x, ξ}σ(P^Ux, ξ)+rN(x, ξ)

\<*\<N a\

such that rN(x, ?)e5~(δp-S).

Then, noting that
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and

<K0)cαo(*, IM^-OU*. ξ ) e Sp-.Γ65

for I α I ^ 1 ,

we have
σίρP-Oίx, f) = ^(c-X <Γ*f )σ(g)(*, ?)<r(P)(*, ?)-'+£„(*, f) .
o

where R0(x, ξ)^Sp$~8:>. Since by Lemma 1.6 RQ(x, Dx) is compact on L2, we
have index QP-1= index P0', where P0' is defined by
<r(P0')(*, ξ) = ψ(c-^, <r'£
Now consider a family of symbols
,)(*. f) = Ψίe-1*, ί-'

It is easy to see that {σ(£)ε)(#, ?)}0^ε^ι makes a bounded set in SQP>δ and Q1=PQr.
Furthermore we have with a constant C>0
for large \χ\ + \ξ
As the regularizers for Qz we adopt operators £)_8 defined by σ(Q_ε)(Λ;, £)—
(cr1^, ^Γ1?)^^)^, D'^eS^β) for a large constant ^X). For a fixed
we wtite

where -ψβ(Λi) = ψ (8*), δ>0, with a function ψ (^) of (2.1). Then by Lemma 2.2
we have for any fixed δ>0

-_

8 0

^ a s ε^£ 0 )

2

and other terms tend to zero in L as δ | 0 uniformly in 8.
Q-z is strongly continuous in L2 and by Lemma 5.4 we have
index P0' = index Q, = index Q0 .

Hence we see that
Q.E.D.
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